The effects of crowding in dendronized polymers.
We present a comprehensive numerical study of the effect of degree of polymerization, generation of dendron growth, length of dendron tether, and dendron grafting density on the conformational statistics of dendronized polymers. This class of supramolecular assembly promises to find application in a number of nanotechnological devices in which their dimensions and conformations are key. We find that the radius of gyration estimates obtained from Brownian dynamics simulations yield to a "Flory" scaling argument in the high degree of polymerization regime and that these data from a range of topologically distinct molecules collapse onto a single curve in this limit. The size of the tethered dendrons serve as the key parameter in the scaling theory. Close examination of the dendrons also reveals some curious trends. In particular, we observe that as the grafting density is increased, spatial packing constraints around the main chain backbone force the dendrons further away from the backbone and compress them, significantly affecting the spatial distribution and accessibility of terminal groups; in contrast to dendrimers, the terminal groups of these molecules display a tendency to partition near the surface at high dendron grafting densities.